CHAPTER 5

Lithology and Depositional History
of Major Lunar Material Units
Introduction

The Apollo landing sites were all selected to investigate important
stratigraphic problems and t o sample major material units. Apollos 11, 12
and 15 landed upon and sampled the mare surface. Apollo 14 landed on the
hummocky Fra Mauro terrain t o the south of Mare Imbrium and sampled
the Fra Mauro Formation. Apollo 15 investigated the Apennine Front close
to the source of the Fra Mauro Formation on the margin of Mare Imbrium.
Apollos 16 and 17 were intended t o investigate specific problems such as late
stage volcanism, and landed t o sample the Cayley Formation and the
dark-mantle respectively. The result is that we now have some direct
knowledge of the lithology of these major lunar material units. The volcanic
units which are essentially outside the scope of this book are described
briefly in Chapter 4. In this chapter the Fra Mauro Formation and the
crystalline breccias returned by Apollo 1 6 will be treated; the first as being
representative of the large scale material units which surround the major
multi-ringed basins, the second as probably representative of the Cayley
Formation - the prominent plains-forming lunar material unit. The stratigraphic relationships of these units are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
Lithology of the Fra Mauro Formation

Apollo 14 landed west of the center of the Fra Mauro upland
approximately 550 km south of the rim of the Imbrium Basin (Fig. 5.1) and
close to the type area of the Fra Mauro Formation (3'40' S, 17'27' W)
(Eggleton, 1963, 1964; Wilhelms, 1970). In the region of the landing site the
formation is up t o 500 m thick (Eggleton, 1963). The objective of the
mission was t o sample the Fra Mauro Formation immediately west of Cone
Crater, a young blocky crater superimposed on a ridge of the formation. The
crater was presumed to have excavated the Fra Mauro Formation from
beneath the soil layer t o a depth of 75 m. From cratering-mechanics studies
it was predicted that an inverted stratigraphic sequence would be preserved
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Fig. 5.1. Regional geologic map o f the area surrounding the Apollo 14 landing site (from Wilshire and
Jackson, 1972).

in the excavated materials and, that materials from shallow depth in the
crater would be ejected further from the crater (Chapter 3 ) . Thus by
traversing radially from the crater a representative sampling of the upper 75
m of the Fra Mauro Formation could be obtained in a reasonable
stratigraphic context.
Megascopic Features o f the Fra Mauro Lithology

The area around Cone Crater is strewn with boulders with maximum
diameters of 2 m at 1000 m from the crater rim t o 1 5 m at the rim. Three
major features are visible in these large boulders: (1) a clastic texture, (2)
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stratification and (3) jointing or fracturing (Fig. 5.2). These features show up
particularly well in large light-colored boulders near the rim of Cone Crater
(Sutton et al., 1972).
Both dark and light clasts are visible in the larger boulders. Most clasts
have a diameter of less than 1 0 cm but a few reach 1.5 m. The larger clasts
all appear t o be reincorporated fragments of older breccias. Both stratification and jointing (or fracturing) are visible in the larger boulders.
Micrometeoroid erosion has etched the boulders along such lines of
weakness, producing a weathered appearance similar to that seen in
terrestrial boulders- (Sutton et al., 1973). Some of the layering is highly
irregular and contorted whereas other layers have planar contacts. Lightcolored layers in the large boulders at the Cone Crater rim are as much as 1
m thick. Other boulders that are essentially monotoned have layers defined
by changes in clast size (Wilshire and Jackson, 1972).
The fractures usually occur in multiple sets of generally planar, parallel
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Fig. 5.2. "White Rock" group on the rim of Cone Crater. Contact Rock is about 3 m long; Layered
Rock is about 3 m wide, and Saddle Rock is about 5 m long. The clasts and layers are prominent
features. Most of the clasts are 1 0 cm or smaller, a few about 25 cm (A and B) and one (C) atop
Layered Rock is a 1% m long compound clast that contains at least two dark clasts about % m long at
D. The dark and light layers that show in the rocks range in thickness from about 10-15 cm (dark
layers in Layered Rock) t o about 2 m (unit 1 in Saddle Rock). The structures expressed by these
layers are a tight fold in Contact Rock, a truncated fold in Layered Rock, and in Saddle Rock, a
possible fault where units 1 and 2 are in contact with unit 3. The White Rocks also contain evidence of
jointing and a pervasive fracturing that probably was generated during of before the Cone Crater event
(NASA Photos AS14-68-9448 t o AS14-68-945 1 ) (from Sutton e t al., 1972).
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joints spaced from a few millimeters t o a few centimeters apart. Rarely a
weak lineation or foliation is produced by alignment of clasts. In general the
larger scale sedimentary features visible in the boulders surrounding Cone
Crater are comparable with ejecta materials surrounding Meteor Crater,
Arizona (Sutton e t al., 1972) and terrestrial volcanic ash flow and base surge
deposits.
Evidence of very large scale layers in the Fra Mauro Formation is
limited due t o the nature of the terrain at the Apollo 14 site. Breccias in
which dark clasts predominate appear t o come from deeper in the formation
than those with lighter clasts (Sutton e t al., 1972) suggesting that large scale
layering may be present. Furthermore, large scale layering was observed in
the mountain faces at the Apollo 15 site on the margin of Mare Imbrium
(Wolfe and Bailey, 1972) (Fig. 5.3). These layered sequences may have been
formed by the impact which produced the Serenitatis Basin (Taylor, 1975).
If so, such large scale layering may be a feature of the ejecta units which
surround the mare basins.
Classification o f Fra Mauro Formation Lithologies

Wilshire and Jackson (1972) and Chao e t al. (1972) have both
attempted t o classify the Apollo 14 clastic rocks using a reasonably
nongenetic framework. Both classification systems depend upon the nature
of the larger clasts and the coherence of the matrix. Either system provides

Fig. 5.3. Large scale layering in Silver Spur which forms part of the Apenninc Mountains t o the
southeast from the Apollo 15 landing site. The bluff is approximately 800 m high and was
photographed from a distance of approximately 20 km (NASA Photo AS15-84-11250).
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an adequate means of classification. However, in the following description
the Wilshire-Jackson classification is used because it is more independent of
genesis and more readily visualized in terms of classification of terrestrial
sedimentary rocks.
Among the rock samples returned from the Apollo 1 4 site Wilshire and
Jackson (1972) recognized four groupings which they designate F1 through
F 4 . All four groups are polymict and contain clasts which range from angular
to subround. The groups are isolated on the basis of the relative proportions
of light and dark clasts and on the coherence of the matrix. For purposes of
the classification clasts are defined as being larger than 1 mm.
Group Fl : This group has leucocratic lithic clasts in excess of
mesocratic and melanocratic clasts and has friable matrices (Fig. 5.4). Most
of these rocks contain more than 90 per cent leucocratic clasts. The clasts
are mainly lithic crystalline very fine-grained feldspar-rich rocks. Angular
glass fragments and glass spheres or fragments of glass sphere are common.
These rocks are fine grained and most of them appear t o be soil breccias with
a light-grey matrix. Soil breccias are discussed in detail in Chapter 6 but are
treated here briefly for completeness and t o allow direct comparison with
the crystalline breccias.
Group F2 : These rocks contain more leucocratic clasts than mesocratic
and melanocratic clasts but have moderately coherent t o coherent matrices
(Fig. 5.4). F2 rocks also contain a greater abundance of larger clasts than Fl .
However, some basaltic rock clasts are present. Some melanocratic clasts
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Leucocratic

Clast color

Melanocratic

Fig. 5.4. Scheme used by Wilshire and Jackson (1972) in classifying Fra Mauro breccias.
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similar t o F3 and F4 clasts are present but not abundant. Fragments of a
fine-grained olivine-pyroxene rock are also present. The color of the martix
varies from light t o dark grey.
Group F3 and F4 : In these two groups the melanocratic fragments
exceed the leucocratic and mesocratic fragments in numbers (Fig. 5.4). They
are separated by matrix coherence; F3 rocks being relatively friable and F,
rocks are coherent t o moderately coherent. Most of the clasts in these two
groups are dark grey t o black aphanitic rocks, many with metamorphic
textures. Some basaltic clasts are present and clasts of the olivine-pyroxene
rock are even more abundant than in group F 2 . The matrix color varies from
light t o medium grey.
Composition and Mineralogy o f Fra Mauro Breccias
Group F1 appears t o consist largely of soil breccias and is not
particularly relevant to the present discussion. However, because the
underlying bedrock is the source of the soils much of the following
description applies'equally- well t o soil breccias and t o the Fra Mauro
Formation as represented by groups F 2 , F3 and F 4 .
Lithic Fragments
Igneous clasts: At least nine igneous-rock varieties occur in the clastic
rocks from Fra Mauro (Wilshire and Jackson, 1972) :
(1) Intersertal basalt
(2) Ophitic basalt
( 3 ) Intergranular basalt
(4) Variolitic basalt
(5) Vitrophyric basalt
(6) Graphic quartz-alkali feldspar
(7) Plagioclase, orthopyroxene cumulates
(8) Hypautomorphic gabbro, norite
Clearly the lunar crust was complex and well differentiated at the time
of the Imbrium event.
The most abundant igneous clast type is aphyric intersertal basalt. In
thin section these clasts seldom exceed 6 mm in diameter but a single
isolated clast of the same lithology that was returned by Apollo 1 4 is 18 cm
in diameter. The intersertal basalts are all rich in plagioclase, which generally
has an elongate lath-shaped euhedral form with interspersed subhedral
clinopyroxene (Table 5.1). Opaque minerals, largely ilmenite, troilite and
metallic iron, occur in small amounts. Very fine-grained apatite (?),ilmenite,
troilite, alkali feldspar (?) and glass form the matrix.
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TABLE 5 . l .
~ o d a composition
l
of basaltic clasts contained in Fra Mauro clastic rocks (after Wilshire and Jackson,
1972).
-

-

In tersertal
-

Pyroxene

60 55 60 58 70
30 35 -- 30 19

Olivine

--

1

5

Opaque
Mesostasis

Tr. Tr. 1 2 Tr.
10 10 39 10 10

--

Plagioclase

--

--

-

Intergranular

O~hitic
55 40 50 50
39 58 45 45
1

1
1
--

80 50
10 50

5

5

2

--

--

--

--

--

8
--

---

(Tr. = trace)

Aphyric basalt clasts with an ophitic texture are almost as abundant as
the intersertal basalt clasts. The clasts average 5 mm in diameter but some
larger individual clasts were returned by the mission. Typically these basalts
have lower plagioclase contents than the intersertal basalts but contain a
small percentage of olivine. The plagioclase laths are euhedral and penetrate
the larger anhedral or subhedral pyroxenes. Olivine, which is sparsely
distributed, occurs as ragged grains in cores of pyroxenes. Opaques such as
metallic iron, ilmenite and troilite are present in vugs or interstices.
Chemically the intersertal and ophitic basalts are distinct (Table 5.2). The
ophitic basalts are essentially mare basalts which suggest that mare flooding
was already underway at the time the Imbrium Basin was excavated.
Vitrophyric basalt fragments of up to 4 mm in diameter have been
recorded in a few rock samples. Some of these fragments are irregular and
angular to subangular whereas others are almost perfectly round in form.
The rounded fragments (Fig. 5.5) have been described as chondrules by some
workers (King et al., 1971. 1972; Kurat et al., 1972; Nelen et al., 1972).
Wilshire and Jackson (1972) have identified five subtypes based on the
crystal phases: (1) plagioclase only, (2) olivine only, (3) plagioclase and
olivine, (4) plagioclase and clinopyroxene and (5) plagioclase, olivine and
clinopyroxene. Kurat et al. (1972) have made a detailed study of such
chondrule-like particles in one breccia (Sample No. 14318). They found
considerable variation in the composition of the particles (Table 5.2) with
individual particles ranging from anorthositic to basaltic in composition. The
vitrophyric basalt fragments quite clearly have a complex source. Kurat et al.
(1972) have suggested that they are formed by spontaneous crystallization
of highly super-cooled, free-floating molten droplets produced during
hypervelocity impact. There is reasonable textural information to suggest
that this is at least partly true. However, angular particles of similar
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Fig. 5.5. A chondrule-like,particle in a Fra Mauro breccia. The particle is approximately 450
diameter.

/.hl

in

composition and texture are also present in the samples (Wilshire and
Jackson, 1972). Furthermore, many of the mineral grains in the clastic rocks
are highly rounded and it seems reasonable that some of the rounded
vitrophyric basalt fragments may have been produced by mechanical
abrasion (Lindsay, 1972a). This last possibility is consistent with the sharp
truncation of mineral grains at the surface of some rounded grains,
something that is unlikely to occur during spontaneous crystallization in a
droplet.
Two other textural varieties of basalt are present as clasts in the
breccias - intergranular basalts and variolitic basalts. Neither type is abun-.
dant.
Most rocks contain a few clasts of graphic or irregular intergrowths of
alkali-feldspar and quartz. Igneous clasts with cumulus textures occur in
most of the clastic rocks but are never as abundant as the basaltic rock
fragments. Most clasts are less than 2 mm in diameter and typically
sub-angular to sub-rounded (Lindsay, 1972a). Wilshire and Jackson (1972)
identified seven varieties of cumulate which are extremely varied texturally
(Table 5.3). Plagioclase is by far the dominant cumulus mineral.
The hypautomorphic granular textures are generally found in clasts of
norite, grabbro or anorthosite. The clasts are up t o 7.5 mm in diameter but,
because of their coarse grain sizes, representative modes are not obtainable.
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TABLE 5.2.

Major element chemistry of basaltic clasts from Fra Mauro Formation breccias.
Intersertala
Basalt
(14310)

~ ~ h ~ r i c ~Vitrophyric " ~ h o n d r u l e s " ~
(14318)
Basalt
3
4
(14053)
1
2

5

Si02
Ti02
A12 O 3
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na2 0
K20
P205
S
Cr203
Total

98.9

99.998

99.89

99.93

98.98

100.23

98.13

-

(a) Hubbard e t al. (1972)
(b) Willis e t al. (1972)
(c) Kurat e t al. (1972)
M e t a m o r p h i c Clasts
There are at least seven types of metamorphic rock which occur as
clasts in the Fra Mauro breccias (Wilshire and Jackson, 1972; Chao e t al.,
1972). Two of the lithologies are metaclastic, two are meta-igneous, a
meta-basalt and a metagrabbro, and three are recrystallized textures with a
relict clastic texture.
Metaclastic rock fragments are by far the most common clast type (Fig.
5.6). The clasts generally consist of relict angular crystal debris, most of
which is plagioclase, but pyroxenes, olivine or quartz also occur. The
porphyroclasts form up t o 70 per cent of the rock fragment and generally
occur in a granoblastic or poikiloblastic matrix. The two metaclastic varieties
are separated by color - the dark-colored clasts being more abundant than
the light-colored ones. The darker clasts appear t o have more opaques than
the light ones and the pyroxenes appear t o be principally clinopyroxenes.
Opaque minerals are present in the lighter clasts also but occur in larger
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TABLE 5 . 3 .

Modal composition (percentages) of cumulate occuring in Fra Mauro breccias (after Wilshire and
Jackson, 1972).

Cumulus Minerals

Post Cumulus Phases

-1

45

--

55

--

Tr. --

2

42 inc. olivine

58

--

--

Tr. --

37 1 3
4 0 --

--

--

27 2 7

--

--

--

--

-

--

55

5

--

5

79

--

--

--

--

--

1 5 Tr.

6

6

42

--

--

--

58

--

--

Tr.

--

7

4,
0 inc. olivine ( ? ) 60 inc. o p x + alkali
feldspar + glass

Variety

3
4

--

--

--

3

Fig. 5.6. A well rounded brown metaclastic-rock fragment in a low grade Fra Mauro breccia. The
rounded clast is approximately 900 /&I in longest dimension.
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clumps. The minerals forming these clasts are difficult to identify; however,
Lindsay (1972a) found that the plagioclase/pyroxene ratio of the light clast
is lower than for the dark clasts. In thin section clasts are as large as 8 mm.
In reality the clasts may have a much greater size range as large clasts in the
process of disintegrating are visible in some large rock slabs (Fig. 5.2). Clast
relationships are complex and are discussed in detail in a following section.
The light-colored metaclastic rocks are generally coarser grained than
the dark clasts and are distinguished by granoblastic or poikiloblastic
textures. Plagioclase is the dominant mineral. Orthopyroxene is the
dominant mafic mineral although clinopyroxene (probably pigeonite) may
dominate in some fragments.
The metabasalt clasts occur in small numbers in most clasts but are
never abundant. Prior to metamorphism most of the clasts had an
intergranular or intersertal texture. As a result of metamorphism they now
consist of a granular aggregate of augite with olivine in some samples, equant
opaque minerals, and ragged plagioclases that poikiloblastically enclose other
minerals. Metagabbro clasts are rare. A few of the clasts appear t o have been
troctolites. Both the plagioclase and olivine have been recrystallized t o
fine-grained granoblastic aggregates but the original gabbroic texture is still
evident.
The hornfels clast are essentially monomineralic fragments consisting of
plagioclase or olivine, or less commonly of clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene. The clasts are generally ovoid and sub-rounded but may be blocky
and angular. Generally the size of these particles is less than 3 mm.
Plagioclase hornfels are by far the most common and consist of fine
interlocking anhedra. A few plagioclase hornfels and most of the other
hornfels clasts have granoblastic-polygonal textures. The majority of these
aggregates appear t o be recrystallized large single crystals, perhaps derived
from a coarse-grained gabbro.

Mineral Grains
Plagioclase is the most abundant optically resolvable detrital mineral
grain which is present in the Fra Mauro clastic rocks. The grains, which are
up t o 2.5 mm in diameter, are generally well twinned and in many cases
show evidence of shock modification of the twins. Evidence of zoning is
present in some grains. Pyroxene grains are pale-brown t o colorless augite,
colorless pigeonite and orthopyroxenes (Table 5.4). The orthopyroxenes
commonly contain clinopyroxene exsolution lamellae. Clinopyroxenes and
orthopyroxenes occur in relatively equal proportions although the clinopyroxenes may be slightly more abundant (Wilshire and Jackson, 1972;
Lindsay, 1972a). Olivine is not common as single mineral grains in any
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TABLE 5.4.
Major element chemistry of detrital mineral phases in an F q Fra Mauro breccia (from Brunfelt et al.,
1972).
OLIVINES
1

8

14

'

16

17

18

20

SiO 2
Ti02
Cr203
A1203
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na20

PIGEONITES
SiO 2
Ti02
Ca203
A1203
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na20

4

12

53.15
0.38
0.82
1.91
15.55
0.3 3
21.60
5.15
0 .o

54.04
0.3 1
0.84
1.57
16.78
0.34
23.34
3.39
0.0

ORTHOPYROXENES
9
Si02
Ti02
(3-203
A1203
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na20

10

SPINEL 14303.49

CLINOPYROXENES
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sample (Fig. 5.7) and the few grains are generally small and angular although
some grains reach 2.3 mm in diameter. The composition of the olivines is
variable but in general they tend t o be magnesian (Table 5.4). Minor mineral
constituents include ilmenite, metallic iron, troilite, chromian spinel,
ulv5spine1, native copper, armalcolite, zircon, apatite and a mineral
tenatively identified as K-feldspar and dark-green amphibole (Lunar Sample
Preliminary Examination Team, 197 1; Wilshire and Jackson, 1972 ; Chao e t
al., 1972; Lindsay, 1972a).

T h e Matrix and Metamorphism
The matrix materials (materials (25 pm) of the Fra Mauro breccias
show, in varying degrees, considerable evidence of chemical re-equilibration.
On the basis of the abundance of glass and the matrix texture the breccias
may by divided into 8 groups which fit into three metamorphic grades
(Warner, 1972) (Table 5.5). The groups are numbered 1 through 8 with
higher numbers indicating higher metamorphic grade. The lower grades are
distinguished by (1) decreasing matrix glass and (2) decreasing numbers of
glass clast. Although Warner (1972) includes grades 1 and 2 with the Fra
Mauro Formation metamorphic series, the textural evidence suggests that
they are much younger rocks formed by the impact cratering of lunar soil on
the surface of the Fra Mauro Formation (Chao e t al., 1972; Engelhardt e t al.,
1972; Lindsay, 1972a). A further increase in metamorphic grade produces
increasingly more recrystallized equant or granoblastic matrix textures, until

Plagioclase

Olivine

Fig. 5.7. Triangular plot of plagioclase-pyroxene-olivine microclasts in Fra Mauro breccias (after
Wilshire and Jackson, 1972).
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finally at the highest grade the texture becomes sheath-like (Fig. 5.8).
Along with the metamorphic grades the chemistry of the matrix
materials shows trends consistent with the re-equilibration of the detrital
components. The composition of plagioclases in the lower grade breccias
displays a continuum over a wide compostional range ( Ann4 t o An9 ) (Fig.
5.9). With increasing metamorphic grade the spread of the compositional
range not only decreases but the mean plagioclase composition becomes less
anorthositic as it equilibrates. In the higher grades (6, 7, and 8) the
orthoclase content increases systematically due t o the dissolution of small
K-feldspar blebs from the matrix into the plagioclase. Larger grains of
plagioclase never fully equilibrate but develop rims, all with essentially the
same composition regardless of the composition of the original grain. This
suggests that the rims are authigenic overgrowths rather than reaction rims
(Warner, 1972; Lindsay, 1972a). The implication is that the Fra Mauro
breccias were not subjected t o high temperatures for a long time period.
The pyroxene mineralogy produces a similar picture. Lower grade
breccias show a wider compositional range in keeping with their detrital
origins. The higher grade breccias display preferred orthopyroxene compositions. Compositions change from En5 for Group 5 t o EnTz in Group 8.

Fig. 5.8. Texture of Fra Mauro breccias of different metamorphic grades. (A) Group 1, (B) Group 4,
(C) Group 5, (D) Group 6, (E) Group 7 , and (F) Group 8. Longest dimension of sketch 190 m.Clear
areas are pyroxene + olivine, dotted areas are feldspar + glass, black areas are opaques and lined areas
are vugs and polishing artifacts (from Warner, 1972, Proc. 3rd Lunar S c i Conf., Suppl. 3 , Vol. 1 ,
MITIPergamon).
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Fig. 5.9. Variations in the An content of matrix plagioclase in Fra Mauro breccias of different
metamorphic grade (from Warner, 1972, Proc. 3rd Lunar Sci. Conf., Suppl. 3, Vol. 1 , MITIPergamon).

Pyroxenes in higher grade breccias, as with the feldspars, show the
development of rims with a constant composition. The pyroxene rims are
difficult to evaluate because zoning is common in the mineral. However,
pyroxenes normally zone outward t o Fe-rich subcalic augite whereas the
rims in this case consist of Mg-rich orthopyroxene suggesting that like the
feldspars, the pyroxene rims are authigenic overgrowths. Matrix olivine, like
plagioclase and pyroxene, shows a compositional spread in the lower grade
breccias with a trend towards more homogeneous compositions in higher
grades (Fig. 5.10). As with the pyroxenes the olivine equilibrium composition becomes more Mg-rich. In the higher metamorphic groups the larger
detrital olivine grains have mantles (Cameron and Fisher, 1975) which
characteristically have two zones: an inner corona of pyroxene, ilmenite and
commonly plagioclase and an outer light colored halo where the matrix is
depleted in ilmenite (Fig. 5.1 1). Unlike the pyroxene and plagioclase rims
the olivine mantles are reaction rims involving a matrix to corona diffusion
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Fig. 5 . 1 0 . Composition of detrital olivines in Fra Mauro breccias of different metamorphic grades
(after Cameron and Fisher, 1 9 7 5 ) .
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Fig. 5 . 1 1 . Reaction coronas surrounding detrital olivine grains in a Fra Mauro breccia. Ilmenite is
black; all silicates are white. (A) The core of olivine is surrounded by a corona containing an inner
zone of pigeonite + ilmenite and an outer zone of coarse pigeonite devoid of ilmenite, a fine-grained
halo devoid of ilmenite and finally normal matrix material with ilmenite. (B) The core of olivine is
surrounded b y prismatic orthopyroxene disseminated ilmenite and intersertal plagioclase and finally
normal matrix material with a granoblastic texture (from Cameron and Fisher, 1975).
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of TiOz, and a corona t o matrix diffusion of MgO and FeO.
The higher metamorphic grades of Fra Mauro breccia contain vugs lined
with crystals (McKay et a[., 1972). The vugs may be either irregular in shape
and interconnected in a network, or spherical in shape and apparently
without interconnections. The latter type could be more correctly described
as vesicles. Interconnected pores within the breccias account for about 4 per
cent of the volume of the rock. This permiability would readily allow hot
vapors t o pass through the rock and it has been suggested that the minerals
lining the vugs are the product of a metamorphic hot-vapor phase. The
vapor phase appears t o have contained oxides; halides, sulfides, alkali metals,
iron and possibly other chemical species. Passage of this vapor through the
breccias resulted in the deposition of crystal3 of plagioclase, pyroxene (Fig.
5.12), apatite (Fig. 5.13), ilimenite, iron (Fig. 5.14), nickle-iron, and troilite
that extend from the vug walls and bridge open spaces. Similar vapor phase
products have been encountered in high grade breccias from the Apollo 15
landing site at the foot of the Apennine Mountains (Fig. 5.15) (Clanton e t
al., 1973).

The Metamorphic Environment
Williams (1972) assembled a large body of evidence t o establish a
metamorphic temperature scale for the Fra Mauro breccias. The temperature
scale agrees well with the metamorphic grades established by Warner (1972),
except that it was found necessary t o eliminate group 4 and combine it with
group 6 while a\ the same time creating a group 0 for another type of as yet
unreported breccia (Table 5.5).
The proposed model involves the deposition of the Fra Mauro
Formation in two layers. The basal layer was deposited with a temperature
of at least 1100°C and possibly as high as 1300°C. The upper layer had an
initial temperature of less than .500°C. Williams ( 1972) has suggested that
these two layers may have been deposited simultaneously in a situation
somewhat similar t o laminar and turbulent zones in terrestrial density
currents. However, this seems very unlikely as a base surge is almost certainly
very turbulent throughout and except for sorting effects it most likely will
be very-well homogenized. I t seems more likely that the two layer effect is
exaggerated by the inclusion of more recently formed low temperature soil
breccias in t h e Fra Mauro cooling sequence. Many of the low grade breccias
included in the Fra Mauro Formation sequence contain abundant textural
information (for example, agglutinates) which reflect a long exposure history
in the lunar soil (Lindsay, 1972a).
The Williams model suggests that the cooling of the lower zone from
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Fig. 5.12. Growth steps on the surface of a pyroxene crystal deposited by a vapor phase during
l (NASA Photo S-73-30449).
thermal metamorphism. The longest dimension of the photo is 8 p

;. 5.1 3. An aggregate of apatite crystals in a vug of a Fra Mauro breccia. The crystal s are believed t o
vapc>r phase deposits resulting from thermal metamorphism (McKay et al., 1972:) (NASA Photo
'2-17 292). The field of view is approximately 7 0 p n wide.
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Fig. 5.14. A perfect metallic iron crystal deposited on a pyroxene substrate during thermal
metamorphism b y a vapor phase (Clanton e t al., 1973). The edges of the cube are 2 pm in length
(NASA Photo S-72-53029).

Fig. 5.15. Three small metallic iron crystals on a pyroxene substrate. The iron crystals were deposited
b y vapor phase crystallization (Clanton et al., 1973). T h e edges of the largest crystal are 6 pm long
(NASA Photo S-72-53 357).
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1200°C t o 900°C occured in minutes while the middle layers may have taken
days to cool t o 800°C. The model produces a refining effect which drives
volatiles such as CO, C 0 2 , H Z ,and rare gases from the lower part of the flow
(which is being rapidly sealed by sintering) into the still porous upper layers.
The volatiles may either be driven from the flow entirely or simply be
absorbed at higher levels i~ the flow. The metal content in the various grades
may also relate t o vapor phase transfer (Fig. 5.15) (McKay e t al., 1972;
Clanton e t al., 1973). However, caution should be exercised in interpreting
the high metallic iron contents in low grade breccias (Gose e t al., 1972) in
the same manner because metallic iron is produced by micrometeoroid
reworking of the lunar soils (Gose e t al., 1975). That is, soil breccias may be
expected to contain relatively larger amounts of metallic iron. An alternative
to vapor phase transfer of metals is in situ reduction by the vapor phase
(Williams, 1972). Data are not available t o determine the temperature
history below 800°C. It is certain, however, that group 8 rocks were heated
to temperatures above 1100°C and that group 1 rocks require no more than
800°C. Finally most of the volatiles could be expected t o have been
redistributed within 24 hours. This combined with the earlier discussion of
the mechanics of base surges (Chapter 3) suggests that the Fra Mauro
Formation may have been excavated and transported, deposited and
metamorphosed in less than two days - a very short time by terrestrial
sedimentation standards.
Sedimentary Textures

There is an abundance of textural information in the Fra Mauro
breccias that provides considerable insight into the environment of transportation and deposition of the rocks. In general these observations support
Gilbert's (1893) original hypothesis that the Fra Mauro Formation is an
ejecta blanket excavated from the Imbrium Basin.
Interclast Relationships
One of the most conspicuous features of the Fra Mauro breccias is an
elaborate series of clast-within-clast relationships which can be viewed as a
kind of stratigraphic history of erosional and depositional episodes. In Table
5.6 these complex interrelations are shown schematically. These data have
been taken from Wilshire and Jackson (1972) and rearranged in terms of
Warner's (1972) metamorphic groups. Higher metamorphic grades should
come from deeper within the Fra Mauro Formation. The notable feature of
this arrangement is the increased complexity of clasts in higher grades
(greater depths). In conjunction with this there is a general increase in the
\
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TABLE 5.6.

Interclast relationships for Fra Mauro breccias. Data from Wilshire and Jackson (1972) rearranged in
terms of Warner's (1972) metamorphic grades with soil breccias (Group 1) excluded. Note that clast
complexity increases in higher metamorphic grades indicating cycles of erosion and re-deposition at
the base of the base surge which deposited the formation (Lindsay, 1972a).

Grade
Grade Sample No.

Main Clast
Type

_

Host
Clast
1

Clasts
in 2
3

Clasts
in 1
2

Clasts
in 3
4

Percentage
of clasts
> I mm

2

14301

C*i

C*l

I;, 15, 1*7
8'1*

18

3

14063
14315

C*2
C * l , C*2

C*2

C * l l I*?
G2, C*2, 13

23
20

6

14303
14304
14305
14306

C*2
C*2
C*2
C*2

C*2
C*2
C*2
C*2

C * l 1 I5
C*l, I*?, I*8
C * l 7 I*?
C*2,11,1*7 c * 1 1 c * 2

28
25
28
15

7

14308
14312
14314

C*2
C*2
C*2

C *2
C*2

C * l , C*2 C * l
C*2
C*l, c*2,

C*2

'*8

20
45
25

169

* Metamorphosed lithology
Coarse Grained Igneous

Basalts
I1
I2
13
I*4

Intersertal
Intergranular
Ophitic
Metabasaltic

Clastic Fragments

I5
Graphic quartz-alkalic feldspar
I6
Cumulates
I *? Recrystallized plagioclase
I *8 Recrystallized olivine

Glass

C* 1 Light-colored metaclastic rock
C *2 Dark-colored metaclastic rock
-

G1
G2

Pale-yellow t o brown
Colorless

proportion of clasts with increasing metamorphic grade (or depth).
Clastic lithic fragments can not always be readily separated visually
from the containing matrix (Lindsay, 1972a). Dark clastic-lithic fragments,
where they have well-defined boundaries, are found t o be very angular.
However, the boundaries of these clasts are frequently diffuse and their
shapes are distorted plastically. Dark-grey clastic fragments occur in all stages
of disintegration, from clasts with slightly diffuse boundaries t o those which
occur as sinuous wisps of darker material in a light matrix. Some dark lithic
clasts appear t o be frozen midway in the process of disintegrating. Chips and
slivers of the clast occur floating in the light-colored matrix a short distance
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from the point of origin on the larger clast (Lindsay, 1972a). Similar
textures are seen on a larger scale in blocks of breccia returned by Apollo 1 4
(Fig. 5.16). Overall the textures are very similar to those encountered in
terrestrial turbidites and mass-movement deposits, as a result of penecontemporaneous erosion of a semi-consolidated plastic substrate (Crowell,
1957 ; Dott, 196 1; Lindsay, 1966; Lindsay et al., 1970). These relationships,
in combination with the fact that dark-clast breccias appear t o be more
abundant deeper in the Fra Mauro Formation, suggest that a proportion of
the interclast relationships result from alternating phases of erosion and
deposition by the base surge which deposited the formation. The early
phases of the flow ippear t o have had a darker matrix than the later phase.
Such behavior is expected in a fluid travelling in supercritical flow,
particularly if the terrain is irregular and if antidunal structures are formed
(see Chapter 3 ) .
Not all of the dark clastic-rock fragments can be explained in this way.
Some fragments appear t o have undergone an earlier meramorphic episode.
'These clasts are also relatively-well rounded, suggesting a history of
post-metamorphic abrasion during transport. They are generally contained

Fig. 5.16. A grade 6 clastic rock (14321) from the Fra iMauro Formation. Dark clastic-rock fragments
appear t o b e frozen in t h e process of disintegrating and suggest penecontemporaneous erosion in a
large-scale base surge. T h e large dark clast is 2 c m in longest dimension (NASA P h o t o AS-72-17892).
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within the dark-colored clastic rock fragments (Lindsay, 1972a). Clearly
they belong t o one or more earlier generations of impact generated and
metamorphosed clastic rocks. One likely candidate as a source for these
earlier metaclastic fragments is not in the Serenitatis Basin ejecta blanket,
which must have provided some materials for the later Imbrium event. However, the outer crust of the moon must be exceedingly complex and it is
possible that the clasts could have come from any number of earlier events.
The Fra Mauro Formation clasts are evidently the product of a complex
history of multiple brecciation and metamorphism (Wilshire and Jackson,
1972) with a strong overprint of sedimentary textures resulting from
penecontemporaneous erosion and deposition during transport (Lindsay,
1972a).
Grain Size o f the Fm Mauro Breccias
The clastic rocks of the Fra Mauro Formation are in general
fine-grained and very-poorly sorted (Lindsay, 1972a). The median grain size
ranges from 4.324 (50 pm) to 8.654 (2.5 pm). The standard deviation of the
size distributions is large ; generally of the order of 4.5#. The grain size of the
rock samples decreases with increasing distance from Cone Crater, which
suggests that samples from deeper in the Fra Mauro Formation are coarser
grained (Fig. 5.17). Weak size grading is consistent with a base surge origin
for the Fra Mauro Formation. I t was also found that the dark clastic rock
/

,Rim of cone crater

Distance from cone crater, km

Fig. 5.17. The median grain size of clastic rocks from the Fra Mauro Formation decreases away from
the rim of Cone Crater. By analogy with terrestrial impact craters this suggests that the Fra Mauro
Formation is a graded unit. That is, detrital materials are coarser deeper in the formation (after
Lindsay, 1972a).
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fragments which are presumed to be penecontemporaneously eroded are
finer grained than matrix materials in which they are embedded. It thus
seems possible that the earlier phases of the base surge which deposited the
Fra Mauro Formation consisted of finer-grained detrital materials.

R o u n d n e s s o f Detrital Materials
When one thinks of increased roundness in terrestrial terms it is almost
automatic t o associate the variable with the action of water. Consequently,
the fact that many detrital particles in the Fra Mauro rocks show relatively
high degrees of roundness was unexpected (Lindsay, 1972a). The older
metaclastic-rock fragments have a mean roundness of 0.5 1 (Waddell scale) ;
other lithic clasts have lower mean roundness values. There is considerable
variation among the lithologies suggesting that some lithologies either
travelled further than others or were subjected t o a different abrasion
history. For example, many of the feldspathic clasts are relatively angular
whereas the olivine and pyroxene-rich clasts tend t o be better rounded.
In terms of sampling, the most complete roundness data were obtained
from the smaller but more abundant grains of plagioclase and pyroxene (Fig.
5.18). The mean roundness of plagioclase grains from various samples ranges

Roundness

Roundness

Fig. 5.18. Cummulative roundness frequency distribution for detrital plagioclase grains (left) and
pyroxene grains (right) in clastic rocks from the Fra Mauro Formation (after Lindsay, 1972a).
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from 0.250 t o 0.379. Pyroxene grains tend t o t o better rounded than the
plagioclase and have mean values ranging from 0.261 t o 0.435. Individual
mineral grains of either species may however range from 0.1 t o 0.6. Despite
the higher roundness of the pyroxene grains the roundness values of the two
minerals have a strong sympathetic relationship. This suggests that both have
undergone the same abrasion history but that the pyroxenes have a higher
inherited roundness. The roundness sorting for the two minerals is relatively
small; 0.1 11 t o 0.145 for the plagioclases and 0.095 t o 0.13 1 for the
pyroxenes. This suggests prolonged application of abrasive energy under a
relatively uniform set of conditions. However, there are extreme roundness
values in both mineral species and well rounded but broken grains of
plagioclase are present in most samples (Fig. 5.19) suggesting that the
depositional environment was highly energetic. It thus seems reasonable t o
suggest that much of the kinetic energy of the base surge was converted t o
heat energy as a result of internal particle interaction (Anderson e t al.,
1972).
M a t u r i t y o f Fra Mauro Lithologies
In its most general sense the term "maturity", when applied t o
terrestrial sedimentary rocks, implies some measure of energy released in
producing the final detrital assemblage. According t o Pettijohn ( 1 9 5 7 ) "the

Fig. 5.19. A broken plagioclase grain which was previously rounded t o a high degree. Such
relationships suggest a highly energetic and abrasive transportational mechanism with intense particle
interaction. T h e longest dimension of the particle is approximately 500 p m (after Lindsay, 1972a;
NASA Photo S-71-30839).
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mineralogic maturity of a clastic sediment is the extent t o which it
approaches the ultimate end product t o which it is driven by the formative
processes that operate upon it." In the terrestrial environment it is generally
convenient t o measure maturity by looking at the relative abundance of
some inert mineral such as quartz in relation to less stable feldspars and
mafic minerals. However, such concepts are dependent upon the fact that
water dominates the terrestrial environment in terms of both the physical
and chemical properties of the detrital materials. On the moon quartz is
unimportant as a detrital mineral and in the absence of water feldspars and
pyroxenes are extremely stable. Consequently, a somewhat different
approach is called for (Lindsay, 1972b).
The depositional environment of the Fra Mauro Formation was
extremely energetic and considerable particle interaction must have occured.
This resulted in the disaggregation of larger lithic clasts and intense abrasion
of detrital particles such that, with increasing distance of travel, Fra Mauro
breccias should be less lithic, more mineralic and contain more matrix
material. This suggests that the maturity of major ejecta blanket lithologies
can best be determined by looking at the relative proportion of lithic and
mineral clasts t o matrix material. In Figure 5.20 the Fra Mauro lithologies are
plotted on a ternary diagram using these end members. Since there is no
water on the moon t o selectively remove the fine fractions, as is generally
the case on earth, a mature breccia contains more matrix material (-45 pm)
Matrix

Lithic
Mineral
Fig. 5.20. Ternary plot of Fra Mauro rocks t o indicate relative maturity of the sample. hlature rocks
contain an abundant matrix. Sample 15455 comes from the Apennine Front at the Apollo 1 5 site, and
may have been excavated b y the Imbrian event from the depositional unit surrounding the Serenitatis
Basin (after Lindsay, 1972b).
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than an immature breccia. There is some scatter in the samples but most
cluster towards the matrix apex indicating a considerable distance of
transport which is in keeping with the known situation. A crystalline breccia
from the Apennine Front at the Apollo 1 5 site is plotted for comparison. It
contains well-rounded mineral clasts and is obviously mature which- is not
consistent with its position relative t o the Imbrium Basin. This suggests that
it comes from an older ejecta blanket perhaps from the Serenitatis event.
Genesis of the Fra Mauro Formation

The Fra Mauro Formation appears t o be the product of a large scale
base surge produced during the excavation of the Imbrium Basin. The flow
moved radially from the basin at velocities of the order t o 23 t o 32 m s-1.
For most of its travel distance the flowing mass moved in supercritical flow
producing a hummocky terrain which may relate to antidunal structures.
The debris flow was extremely turbulent and highly energetic, resulting in
the abrasion and rounding of the detrital particles and the general size
grading of the resulting Fra Mauro Formation sediments. The earlier phases
of t h e flow appear t o have consisted of finer-grained materials with a darker
matrix than later phases. The flow appears t o have gone through, alternate
cycles of deposition and re-erosion, resulting in complex clast interrelationships much like mud-chip breccias in terrestrial mass-movement deposits.
The suggests that the flow contained a high volume concentration of solid
materials and that it had a high dynamic viscosity. The cycles of deposition
and re-erosion probably relate t o the balance between inertial and
gravitational forces which result in the growth and development of antidune
structures with a characteristic wavelength.
The flow had a high temperature; at least 1100 t o 1300°C at the time of
deposition. These high temperatures resulted in large part from the direct
release of heat energy during hypervelocity impact. However, significant
amounts of heat must have been generated later by particle interaction
during transport. The high temperatures at the time of deposition of the Fra
Mauro Formation led to very-rapid thermal metamorphism of the breccias,
largely in the form of matrix recrystallization and vapor phase transferral.
The lithic clasts contained in the Fra Mauro Formation are of great
variety, suggesting a very-complex source area. The igneous clasts, which
include basalts of several varieties distinct from the mare basalts, suggest
igneous crystallization and differentiation at depth. Metaclastic rock
fragments, the dominant clast type, suggest earlier cycles of large scale
impact fragmentation and thermal metamorphism. One source of these
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earlier metaclastic fragments may have been the Serenitatis Basin ejecta
blanket, although the complexity of clast interrelations is such that even
earlier events must also be represented. The pre-Imbrium terrain, presumed
to have existed 3.95 aeons ago, was already extremely complex. Multiple
ejecta blankets similar to the Fra Mauro Formation already existed, a
complex suite of basalts had been erupted and incorporated into the ejecta
blankets and igneous differentiation and intrusion had occured (Wilshire and
Jackson, 1972; Lindsay, 1972a). The processes operative in the pre-Imbrium
time were thus not unlike those operative later, suggesting that a primordial
anorthositic crust is unlikely. Rather the Fra Mauro Formation represents a
long history of impact and ejection that records the first half aeon of
planetary accretion, of which the Imbrium event was one of the last
(Wilshire and Jackson, 1972).
Lithology of the Cayley Formation
The Cayley Formation has long attracted attention because of its
distinctive appearance and distribution among the surrounding dark mare.
The Cayley Formation and other similar smooth plains units of Imbrian age
are widespread and occur in local depressions of most lunar highlands.
Consequently an understanding of the nature of the Cayley Formation is
important in understanding the overall geology of the moon. The main
objective of the Apollo 1 6 mission was t o investigate the Cayley Formation
at the western edge of the Descartes Mountains about 50 km west of the
Kant Plateau.
Initially the Cayley Formation was included in the Apenninian Series
with the hummocky deposits of the Imbrium event (Eggleton and Marshall,
1962). The hummocky deposits of the Fra Mauro Formation become
continually smoother southwards and appear t o grade into plains units.
However, the plains units locally have sharp contacts with the hummocky
Fra Mauro Formation, which caused Wilhelms (1965) t o isolate the Cayley
Formation from the Fra Mauro Formation and t o suggest that the Cayley
Formation was volcanic in origin. The volcanic hypothesis remained in good
standing until the Apollo 16 landing (Milton, 1972; Trask and McCauley,
1972; Wilhelms and McCauley, 1971; Elston et al., 1972), but, the samples
returned by this mission failed t o provide any information t o uphold this
hypothesis. Almost all of the returned samples were impact-generated
breccias with an equally complex history as that of the Fra Mauro breccias.

Classification o f the Cayley F o w a t i o n Lithologies
The Apollo 16 crew were able to identify two main breccia types at the
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Descartes landing site: (1) fragmental rocks with dark clasts in a friable white
matrix and (2) fragmental rocks with white clasts in a very coherent dark
matrix. These observations were used t o form the basis of a megascopic
classification in which five main breccia groups are recognized on the basis of
the proportion of light- and dark-grey clasts and matrix color (Wilshire et al.,
1973). Many of the rock samples are partly enveloped in or completely
veined by glass which was presumably formed during the excavation of two
nearby craters of medium size called North and South Ray craters for the
purposes of the mission. The vitrification and the mild brecciation
accompanying it have not been considered in the classification. The majority
of the rocks are polymict, but,'unlike the Fra Mauro lithologies, some rocks
are monomict. The clasts are equant t o highly irregular in shape and as in the
Fra Mauro lithologies, range from angular t o well rounded, but equant
subangular clasts predominate.
Although there is a considerable variety of clast types two are clearly
dominant (1) dark-gray aphanitic t o finely-crystalline metaclastic rocks and
(2) white t o light-gray, partly-crushed t o powdered, feldspathic rocks. Other
clast types include light-gray or white lithologies with a granoblastic
texture, a variety of gabbroic t o anorthositic rocks with medium t o coarse
grain size, and rare feldspar-poor basaltic clasts. The matrices of the lightand medium-gray matrix breccias are generally relatively friable and not
obviously altered by thermal events. In contrast, the dark matrix breccias are
coherent as a result of thermal metamorphism and at times fusion. The
relationships among the five groups suggested by Wilshire et al. (1973) are
shown in Figure 5.2 1.
Type 1 rocks contain light-gray lithic clasts in excess of dark-gray lithic
clasts and have light-colored matrices. This lithology forms 20 per cent of
the clastic-rock samples returned by Apollo 16. The abundance of clasts
(particles >1 mm) in these rocks is low, and dark clasts are almost absent.
Mineral clasts are the most common and consist largely of plagioclase. Type
1 rocks are apparently monomict breccias, the clasts b f which are simply
uncrushed rock material. The rocks are generally relatively friable and appear
unmetamorphosed.
Type 2 rocks contain dark lithic clasts in equal or greater numbers than
light lithic clasts and they have light matrices. This rock type forms 38 per
cent of the returned Apollo 16 clastic rocks and is the most abundant clastic
lithology. Clasts are generally more abundant in these rocks than in type 1
rocks and many rocks contain both dark and light clasts. Mineral clasts are
common, and as in type 1 rocks plagioclase dominates. Most of the rocks are
polymict but a few are monomict. Unlike the type 1 lithology the matrix of
the type 2 rocks does not have the same provenance as the lithic clasts. Type
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Fig. 5.21. Classification of Cayley Formation bfeccias returned by Apollo 16 (after Wilshire, H . G.,
Stuart-Alexander, D. E. and Jackson, E. D., Jour. Geophys. Res., 7 8 . 2379-2392, 197 3 , copyrighted
American Geophysical Union).

2 lithologies are friable and apparently unmetamorphosed
Type 3 lithologies are intermediate in character with relatively equal
proportions of light and dark clasts and medium-gray matrices (Fig. 5.21).
Next t o the type 5 lithologies these are the least abundant rock type and
form only 7 per cent of the samples returned by Apollo 16. The abundance
of clasts is moderate, and all contain some light and dark lithic clasts:
Mineral clasts are not as abundant as in types 1 and 2. All df these rocks are
polymict and contain a noticeably wider range of lithologies than all other
lithologic types. Clast types include glass, brown- and green-pyroxene
gabbros and spinel-bearing plagioclase rocks as well as the'lithic clasts. The
coherence of the type 3 breccias is variable. The texture of these rocks
suggests that they are soil breccias formed at a later time on the surface of
the Cayley Formation. Soil breccias are treated in more detGl in Chapter 6.
Light-gray lithic clasts predominate in type 4 breccias which also have
dark matrices. These rocks are second only to type 2 lithologies in
abundance and form 3 1 per cent of the Apollo 16 clastic rock sample. The
abundance of clasts in these rocks is extremely variable although most
contain only light clasts with a few or no dark clasts. Mineral clasrs are
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considerably less common than in types 1, 2 and 3 lithologies. The rocks are
extremely-fine grained and have coherent finely-annealed matrices.
Type 5 rocks form only 4 per cent of the clastic rocks and are the least
abundant lithology returned by Apollo 16. They contain dark-lithic clasts in
equal or greater proportions than the light-lithic clasts and have dark
matrices. Clast abundance is high and all contain both light- and dark-lithic
clasts. The dark clasts are very similar t o the rock matrix. Mineral clasts are
present but not abundant. The rocks are all polymict but the variety of the
clast lithologies is not great. The rocks are highly coherent and have
finely-annealed matrices and some well developed gas cavities (Fig. 5.22).

Relationships Among Breccia Types
The breccias collected from the surficial debris of the Cayley
Formation appear t o consist of two principal components: (1) coherent
dark-gray fine-grained materials which generally show evidence of thermal
metamorphism and at times fusion and (2) friable light-gray fine-grained
clastic materials that generally show no evidence of thermal metamorphism
(Wilshire et al., 1973). These basic materials are the same whether they form
clasts or the matrix of a particular breccia.
The dark clasts of type 2 lithology are indistinguishable from the
matrices of lithology types 4 and 5. Likewise the white clasts of type 4
breccias are similar t o type 1 breccias and the matrices of type 2 breccias.
This suggests that the main breccia types except for type 3 breccias are all
genetically related in some complex manner. Type 3 breccias are soil breccias
and are ultimately derived by the reworking of all other bedrock lithologies.
Textural evidence from transitional lithologies suggests that type 4
breccias provide the source materials from which types 1 , 2 and 5 are derived
(Wilshire et al., 197 3) (Fig. 5.23). Type 2 breccias are derived directly from
the type 4 breccias by a simple rebrecciation during later impact events. The
dark-gray aphanitic matrix of the type 4 breccias is tough and resistant t o
crushing so that it breaks into large angular clasts. The unannealed white
clasts on the other hand are readily disaggregated t o form the matrix of the
new lithology. Type 5 breccias may be produced by rebrecciating clast-poor
parts of the original type 4 lithology. Finally the type 1 breccias, or
cataclastic anorthosites as they have been called, may be formed from type 4
clasts.
The upper layers of the Cayley Formation have undergone extensive
reworking and it is possible that none of the original first cycle breccias have
survived intact. The textural complexity of the type 4 breccias suggests that
they may also be the end product of multiple brecciation events. I t seems
\
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Fig. 5.22. Some representative clastic rocks from the Apollo 1 6 site.(A) and (B) Type 2 breccias, (C) a ,
Type 5 breccia (NASA Photos S-72-37214, S-72-37758, S-72-37155).
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'Source area ,'
;Source area
;
of type 5 breccia ,'
of type 1 breccia,'
Fig. 5.23. Drawing showing a hypothetical terrain of type 4 -like breccia with white clasts in a dark
fine-grained matrix. Rebrecciation of such rock could provide (1) unaltered type 4 breccia, (2) type 2
breccia as a consequence of the friable character of unannealed clasts such that the clasts are reduced
t o matrix grained size before the annealed dark matrix, ( 3 ) type 1 breccia as a consequence of isolating
pieces of large clasts from the matrix, and (4) type 5 breccia as a consequence of isolating shattered
clast-poor parts of the matrix (from Wilshire, H. G., Stuart-Alexander, D. E. and Jackson, E . D., Jour.
Geopbys. Res., 7 8 : 2379-2392, 1973, copyrighted American Geophysical Union).

reasonably clear that, with the possible exception of the soil breccias, all of
the clastic rocks from the Apollo 16 site overlying the Cayley Formation
have a common provenance. The mineralology in the following section has
therefore been generalized.

Petrology of Cayley Fornation Lithologies
The Dark Matrix
The matrix of the type 4 breccias, from which dark clasts and matrix
materials of other rocks appear to be derived, consists predominately of
high-Ca plagioclase granules (An9 1 ) (20-25 i m long) and low-Ca pyroxene
(En,, ) and olivine grahules (Fo7 ) (10-20 ,urn long) (Table 5.7). Most of the
low-Ca pyroxene is oriented into yikocrysts of 100 pm diameter (Albee et
al., 1973 ) . Ilmenite plates form sheaf-like aggregates.
Vugs form about 3 - p e r cent of the matrix; they are surrounded by a
matrix rich in plagioclase and poor in low-Ca pyroxene arid contain
projecting networks of crystals or pyroxene, ilmenite, plagioclase and apatite
similar to the Fra Mauro Formation lithologies. K-rich material occurs as
small patches (<I5 ,urn) throughout the matrix and appears t o be detrital
glass.
Opaque minerals include armalcolite, ilmenite, Cr-rich spinel, rutile,
baddeleyite, metallic iron, troilite and schreibersite. The armalcolite occurs
either as small independent grains or in a complex association with Cr-rich
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spinel, rutile and baddeleyite. Two compositional varities of armalcolite
appear to be present. The mineralogy and textural relationships are on the
whole similar t o high-grade Fra Mauro breccias.
Mineral Grains
Like the Fra Mauro lithologies the larger mineral grains in the Cayley
rocks are not in equilibrium with the enclosing matrix. The plagioclase
compositions in type 4 breccia matrices fall into two groups: (1) the
fine-grained matrix plagioclases with compositions around An9 t o An9,
and (2) the larger detrital-plagioclases with compositions of around An9 to
An9 3 (Albee e t al.; 197 3). Diagenetic overgrowths on detrital grains have
compositions similar to the matrix grains. In comparison, large single
plagioclase grains in a type 2 breccia have compositions ranging from An9 - 4
t o An9 . 2 (Meyer and McCallister, 197 3) (Table 5.8).
Orthopyroxene is the other main detrital mineral component in the
Cayley lithologies. Analyses from a type 2 breccia suggest a compositional
range of En6 Fs3 Wo2 t o En6 Fs3 Wol (Meyer and McCallister, 197 3)
(Table 5.9).
Most lithologies contain detrital olivine as well as lesser amounts of
detrital spinel, metal sulphide and in at least one case zircon.
Lithic Clasts
Apart from reworking clastic-rock fragments only two rock types, both
apparently igneous, are at all common: (1) anorthositic clasts and (2)
troctolitic clasts. Compositionally the anorthositic clasts in type 2 lithologies
appear identical t o plagioclase clasts and presumably come from the same
source. A mafic mineral, probably orthopyroxene (En63), and a chrome
spinel were also encountered (Meyer and McCallister, 197 3) (Table 5.10).
The orthopyroxene has a markedly higher Ca content than the associated
mineral clasts suggesting the possibility of more than one source.
The troctolite fragments are the more common of the two lithic clast
types but even so they form less 2 per cent of the rock in the case of the
type 2 lithologies. These clasts are fine-grained and consist of laths of
plagioclase associated with olivine at times in a subophitic thxture. he
plagioclases are calcium rich (An9 4 ) and compostionally similar t o associated
single crystal clasts of plagioclase (Tables 5.7 and 5.10). The olivine varies in
composition between Fo8 and Fo9 (Meyer and McCallister, 1973) (Table
5.10). Hodges and Kushiro (1973) described a large spinel troctolite
fragment which is almost certainly an isolated clast of the same lithology. As
well as plagioclase and olivine, this clast contains subordinate spinel and a
fine-crystalline mesostasis. There are actually two varieties of spinel. One

En 71

Fs24

Wo 5

Ab6

Or 1

Others 2

100.31

An 9 1

*Elemental abundances.

TOTAL

Co

Ni

v203
Nb2O

p205
Zr02

K20
BaO

Na20

CaO

MnO

MgO
FeO

Cr203
Ti02

A1203

100.63

wt. %

Si02

20.60

f1.42
23.09

62.12

L1.77
55.49

VO~%
.

5.13

Wo 38

Fs13

En49

100.62

+0.51
5.63

0.60

98.85

fO.17
0.57

n.a. = Not analized.

Fa25

Fo 75

100.00

T0.72
12.92

10.20

99.95

n.r.

=

99.91

Not reported.

100.05

+0 . 1 ~

0.86

0.55

TABLE 5.7.
Composition of phases of a typical type 4 breccia (after Albee et al., 1973).

99.22

100.68

94.60

0.3 1

0.30 f 0.12

99.19

0.22

0.15

+ 0.09
Calc.

100.70

1990 pts

+ = Values used for calculating bulk composition

100.21

0.91

0.35

+ 0.13

100.05

(1973)
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TABLE 5 . 8 .
Representative compositions of detrital plagioclase grains from a type 2 breccia (from Meyer and
McCallister , 197 3 ) .
--

Oxides

Recrystallized Feldspar

Si02
Ti0
A12 0 3
FeO
MgO
CaO
Na2 0
K2 0

Total

99.9

100.0

99.5

100.1

99.1

99.4

99.8

TABLE 5 . 9 .
Composition of detrital orthopyroxene clasts from a typical type 2 breccia (from Meyer and
McCallister, 1973).

Oxides

1

2

3

4

100.0

100.8

100.1

100.8

SiO
Ti02
A12 0 3
Cr203
FeO
MgO
CaO
MnO
Na2 0
Total
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TABLE 5.10.
Composition of mineral phases encountered in lithic clasts in a type 2 breccia (from Meyer and
McCallister, 1973).

Anorthosite Clast

. ..
Oxides

Troctolite Clast

Feldspar

Pyroxene

Spinel

Rock

Rock

Feldspar

Olivine

51.6

-

47.8

44.7

Ti02

43.9
0.02

A1203

35.3

Cr203
FeO

10.01
0.19

44.6
0.0 3
35.0
0.01
0.2 3

41.3
0.0 3
0.2 3
0.1 7
10.1
48.6
0.35
0.1 3

Si06

0.09

19.4

0.18
19.4

MnO

-

21.5
2.4
0.37

Na2 0

0.39

0.05

K2 0

0.01

MgO
CaO

0.1 5
24.3
0.16
5.1

0.8 3
21.2
10.16
8.32

-

-

5.62
15.5
0.18

14.1
10.6
0.1 3

0.32
19.10

-

0.45

0.63

0.63

(0.01

0.01

0.22

0.06

-

3.32
15.1
42.7
3 1.O

4.63
0.5 6

6.49

-

-

Total

99.4
An
Ab
Or

100.6

96.4

3.5
0.1

Wo
En
Fs

98.6

-

-

5

Chr

61

63

Sp
Usp

31
8

32

99.3

-

-

100.8

99.9

100.9

variety is pale yellow t o colorless and occurs as small euhedral grains which
contains 2-4 mole per cent chromite. The other is a pink spinel which occurs
as roundedjdetrital grains with reaction rims. It is more chromium rich (9-16
mole per cent chromite) than the euhedral variant. The mesostasis consists of
plagioclase, olivine, clinopyroxene, ilrnenite, metallic iron and troilite set in a
dark brown devitrified glass.
Genesis of the Cayley Formation
Contrary t o the many pre-Apollo hypotheses there is no evidence t o
suggest a volcanic origin for the Cayley Formation. The most abundant
lithologies returned by Apollo 16 are clastic rocks produced by impact. All
of the clastic rocks appear t o have had a common source, possibly the type 4
lithologies or an earlier generation of breccias. I t is evident from the texture
of the type 4 breccias that they have undergone a reasonable degree of
thermal metamorphism, at least equivalent t o one of the higher metamorphic
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grades proposed by Warner (1972) for t h e Fra Mauro lithologies. If type 4
breccias are the primary Cayley lithology they must be the product of a
relatively large impact event t o have seen the necessary thermal metamorphism. Magnetic properties of the rocks suggest metamorphic temperatures
above 770°C) the Curie point of iron (Pearce et al., 1973, Oberbeck e t al.,
1975).
Any hypothesis concerning the origin of the Cayley Formation must
consider these basic observations. Consequently most current hypotheses
attempt t o connect the Cayley Formation with one of the large basin
forming events (Chao e t al., 1973; Hodges e t al., 1973; Eggleton and
Schaber, 1972). st of the hypotheses consider the Cayley materials t o be
basin ejecta carried beyond the continuous ejecta blanket, either in ballistic
trajectories or as highly-fluidized debris. The distribution of the Cayley
Formation around the fringes of the Imbrium ejecta blanket tends t o
support these arguments. The concept of a highly-fluidized base surge has its
merits in that such a phase should develop on the surface of a large debris
flow moving in a vacuum (see Chapter 3). Such a flow should also travel
faster and further than the main body of the base surge.
Oberbeck e t al, (1975) have, however, raised at least one very serious
objection t o the concept of the Cayley Formation being part of the major
basin ejecta. They studied the large scale chemistry of the lunar surface as
observed by gamma-ray and X-ray spectrometry from orbit. They found that
the chemical composition of the Cayley Formation not only varies from
locality t o locality but. that most localities have close chemical affinities to
the nearby highland terrain (Fig. 5.24). That is, the Cayley Formation
appears t o consist of locally-derived materials. This suggests that if the
Cayley Formation is related to the large basin forming events, the
depositional mechanism must involve the incorporation of large volumes of
local materials which does not appear t o be consistent with a base surge
hypothesis although some local materials could be expected in base surge
deposits.
As an alternative, Oberbeck e t al. (1975) have proposed that Cayley
materials are the product of erosion by secondary impacts occuring beyond
the continuous ejecta blanket of major basin forming events. Theoretical
studies and simulations (see Chapter 3) suggest that secondary impacts
produce considerably more than their own mass of debris. Secondary ejecta
coupled with landslides triggered by the impact events, transport the locally
derived materials t o topographic lows t o produce smooth-plain units.
A possible alternative is a suggestion proposed by Head (1974). He has
argued that the Cayley plains may in part be the original floors of old craters
and that the Cayley breccias are fall-back materials and possibly ejecta from
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Longitude
Fig. 5.24. Mg/Si and AlISi ratios along the Apollo 16 ground track in relation t o the areal distribution
of the Cayley Formation along the same track (after Oberbeck e t al., 1975).

nearby craters. This concept is consistent with the lithologies and the large
scale chemistry but does not explain the apparent contemporaneity of the
Cayley plains nor their deposition around the large basin ejecta blankets.
These relationships may, however, be more apparent than real.
Impact-Induced Fractionation of Lunar Breccias
The intensity of cratering of the lunar highlands attests t o the
pervasiveness of impact-induced mixing on the lunar surface. Consequently,
it is not surprising t o find petrographic evidence indicating that the lunar
breccias are the product of multiple hypervelocity impacts into complex
source regions. The main processes involved during each event are first
comminution and then mixing during transport and by secondary impacts.
The variety of lithic clasts and the homogeneity of the matrix of any one
breccia would suggest that impact mixing has been an extensive and efficient
process in the lunar highland. All available data t o the present suggest that
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virtually all of the materials in the upper few kilometers of the lunar crust
should be thoroughtly mixed (Head, 1974; Oberbeck, 197 1; Oberbeck e t al.,
1973 ; Short and Foreman, 1972 ; Warner e t al., 1974). Despite this logic the
rocks from any one lunar site are not homogeneous. This may indicate that a
differentiation process is occuring during breccia formation and that the
mixing process is at least partially reversed (Warner e t al., 1975). The two
most important chemical processes appear to be crystal fractionation in
pools of impact melt and partial melting.
Figure 5.25 presents a schematic model for impact processes as
suggested by Warner e t al. (1974). However, it may not be necessary t o rely
as heavily on partial melting as the model appears to suggest. In a single large
event such as the Imbrium event there is evidence to suggest that mixing was
far from complete and that earlier phases of the base surge (derived from
shallower rock units) were compositionally distinct from later phases of the
base surge (derived from deeper rock units). Furthermore, the mechanical
properties of the different components in the lunar breccias are variable. I t
thus seems reasonable that some lithologies may crush more readily than
others and may be sorted differentially during transport. Wilshire e t al.
(1973) have explained most of the diversity of the breccias returned by
Apollo 16 purely on the basis of differences in the mechanical properties of

lunar crust

Fig. 5.25. Schematic representation of an impact mixing and partial melting model proposed to
explain the diversity of polymict-breccia compositions. Boxes represent materials, ovals represent
processes (after Warner et al., 1974, Proc. 5th Lunar Sci. Conf., Suppl. 5, Vol. I , Pergamon).
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the components. Finally, finer-grained materials will tend t o melt preferentially and aid partial melting. This is not t o imply that the Warner et al.
(1974) model is incorrect, but other variables need be considered, such as
the physical properties of the incorporated materials and the mechanisms of
transportation and deposition.
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